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Vision
ProTed`s vision is to promote innovative and relevant teacher education programs for future schools.
The overarching goal for these efforts is to promote coherent, integrated programs. The centre is a
developmental unit, a national provider of insights and an internationally recognized partner for the
development of a knowledge base for teacher education. The centre is a catalyst for research and
development through systematic interventions, analyses and dissemination.
In order to realize our vision, we build on the following principles:






Research based development of teacher education
Systematic work with coherence and progression in studies
Systematic work with student active learning
Development of partnerships between universities and schools
Systematic work to integrate multiple knowledge domains

Together these principles provide a basis for educating professional teachers for the future knowledge
society.

Executive summary
2017 marked the start of the second period of ProTed funding as a Centre of Excellence and in
addition new leaders at ProTed Oslo (Doris Jorde) and ProTed Tromsø (Siw Skrøvset). Based on the
centre evaluation for the first period, together with new aims for the coming five year period, the
project portfolio has been revised to reflect new innovations in teacher education. 2018 has been a year
with continuation of many projects and the start of new research and development projects.
The STIL project has integrated work with student active learning models at both institutions. ProTed
UiO had main responsibility for the national project and ProTed UiT participated as one of five GLU
institutions. Ideas from the project have already become a part of “drift” in Tromsø. STIL will now
move into 2019 with an emphasis on dissemination nationally.
ProTed continues to develop innovation practices in teacher education in close collaboration with
university schools. Building bridges between campus programs and school based practice is an
increasingly important component of quality teacher education programs. 18 new (and continuing)
schools were welcomed as University schools at UiO in 2018. 1. Amanuensis Ida K. Hatlevik will take
on the role as coordinator for UiO. The University schools project at UiT continues to expand, with 6
“barnehager”, 4 junior secondary, 3 senior secondary and 5 elementary schools. In addition, the Alta
campus has added one junior secondary school and 2 elementary schools.
ProTed continues its engagement with widespread dissemination at conferences nationally and
internationally as well as through scientific publications drawing on our innovations and extensive
collaboration with the multiple actors in the field of teacher education. Together with the Norwegian
Centre for Science Education, ILS/ProTed continues its course for science teacher educators
throughout Norway.
ProTed initiated a “veiledningsseminar” for colleagues working in GLU institutions. The aim of the
seminar was to share knowledge about FOU in teacher education, especially regarding advising of MA
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degree students. The seminar was well received and will have a follow up seminar in 2019, also
including 8-13 colleagues.
“Teacher Education for the Digital Future” drives many of the innovative projects within ProTed.
Students entering teacher education programs in 2018 must be educated with skills to meet a modern
school. Professional Digital Competence (PfDK), knowing how to adapt teaching and learning using
digital technologies, is an important competency offered in our teacher education. Innovation in the
creation of digital learning modules, followed by implementation and research on the learning
modules is an important element in teacher preparation. In 2018 we have worked together with the
SFU, Computing in Science Education (UiO), to coordinate their work with programming in math and
science together with the modules lector students meet at ILS.The introduction of the learning
platform, Canvas, is an innovation in teacher education in the use of networking and communication.
The use of authentic video in teacher education continues to be an innovation linking campus and
schools. Work continues with the development of an “app” for capturing video of practice.
The TED-NET project at UiT started in 2018, allowing for benchmarking of Norwegian teacher
education programs through the eyes of colleagues from New Zealand (Auckland) and the United
States (Berkeley, California). Benchmarking activities were also central in 2018 with visits to UiO
from Japan, Iceland, Stanford, Freiburg, South Korea and Croatia.
ProTed leaders, Siw Skrøvset and Andreas Lund, were named to the expert committee looking at
partnership in teacher education (Faglig råd for lærerutdanning). Siw Skrøvset received the title of
“Merited Teacher” at UiT in 2018 (https://uit.no/om/enhet/aktuelt/nyhet?p_document_id=581587 ).
Doris Jorde was awarded an honorary doctoral degree at Université de Bretagne Occidentale (UBO).
https://www.uv.uio.no/ils/om/aktuelt/aktuelle-saker/2019/doris-jorde-er-blitt-eresprofessor-ibrest.html Through extensive contacts with national and international networks, we are moving
towards our goal of becoming a national and international actor in teacher education research and
development communities.
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Organization
ProTed serves as an experimental bed for innovation in teacher education through systematic
interventions, analyses and dissemination. ProTed is a partnership between the University of Oslo
(UiO) and The Arctic University of Norway (UiT), with UiO as the host institution. The ProTed board
has members from both institutions, with Professor/Dekan (Faculty of Education, UiO) Sten
Ludvigsen as the leader. The centre is managed through joint scientific leadership, with leaders at UiO
and UiT.

ProTed leadership teams at UiO and UiT:







Leader of ProTed/Professor Doris Jorde
(UiO)
Head of Studies Kirsti Engelien (UiO)
Senior Adviser Tone Malmstedt Eriksen
(UiO) (permission in 2018 to work at KD)
Leader of ProTed/Docent Siw Skrøvset
(UiT)
Head of Studies Henning Marius Sollid
(UiT)
Adviser Silje Sivertsvik (UiT)

Doris Jorde and Siw Skrøvset
The centre serves as a development unit together with the two universities and the hosting
departments: Department for Teacher Education and School Research (ILS, UiO) and Department for
Teacher Education and Pedagogy (ILP, UiT).
ProTed works with the development of quality in the integrated five year teacher education programs
for levels 1-7, 5-10 and 8-13.
http://www.uv.uio.no/proted/om/ and https://result.uit.no/proted/
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ProTed is organized in work packages, each contributing to the design of coherent teacher education
practices.

The organization of the ProTed work packages

The first three work packages highlight innovation in teacher education programs related to student
centered study designs. A large body of development projects collectively generate a movement
towards the future, experimenting with new design elements throughout the five-year course of the
study programs.
The latter two work packages relate the experimental work in ProTed to the wider community of
teacher educators locally, nationally and internationally. Implementing ideas into working models and
evaluating the outcomes of new innovations in our programs locally provides a growing knowledge
base for dissemination nationally and internationally.
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Research and development activities
In the following sections we highlight selected projects from the individual work packages in ProTed.

WP1: Coherence and Progression in Integrated Teacher education
The overarching goal for WP1 is to promote coherence and progression in our programs by
developing research-based, student-active and professionally relevant practices on campus.
Innovations are related to different components in the program, with the intent to promote integration
and progression between the different content areas. The project portfolio includes elements such as
e.g. new assignment designs, developing integrative dialogue arenas and addressing subject-specific or
subject-overarching themes. This work builds upon systematic, research-based interventions and
innovations, stimulating new initiatives, e.g. through seed-money, and disseminating projects that have
exemplary status.
Working with coherent models of integrated teacher education for grades 8-13 in the “Oslo Model” for
teacher education involves the integration of academic subjects (2) together with professional courses
(pedagogy and subject didactics) and 100 days of school practice (see attachment 1). Coherence and
progression in the five-year teacher education program at UiO (Lektorprogrammet) involves close
collaboration between five faculties. In this way, students are engaged with top academic research
environments, while at the same time taking courses preparing them to become professional teachers.
ProTed works continuously with the development of learning progression in: teacher professional
identity, research and development expertise, professional digital competence (PfDK) and school
practice.
Models for integrated teacher education 1-7 and 5-10 involve 3-4 academic subjects, pedagogy,
subject didactics and school practice as students work towards a Master Degree (see attachment 1). At
UiT, the Tromsø “steps” (Tromsøtrappa) were introduced to show progressions in digital
competencies, research development, school practice and multicultural perspectives.
STIL project (Study intensive forms of teaching and learning in GLU teacher education)
2017 was the beginning of the STIL project funded by the Department of Education and administered
by ProTed Oslo. Five institutions were chosen to implement new ideas for strengthening the work and
outcomes of students in 1-7 and 5-10 teacher education programs. The University of Tromsø (ILP and
ProTed) was one of the chosen STIL institutions, together with Oslo Met, HiØstfold, HiVestlandet and
UiA. Final reports from institutions were completed in June, 2018. A final consolidating report was
delivered to KD in December, 2018.
The overall project at the University of Oslo worked on the theoretical framework for the project,
identifying factors that lead to increased student participation and learning. A literature review led to
the development of a three-dealt framework, including student engagement, self-regulated learning
and student approaches to learning. Together these ideas led to the idea of process qualify as a concept
including students’ own work together the teaching, advising and study programs offered. In meetings
with the participating institutions, we work on the development of the framework and its integration
into the five projects.
With funding remaining in the STIL project, ProTed Oslo/ILS will work together with UHR to
organize a dissemination seminar in March, 2019 for all GLU teacher education institutions. In
addition we will organize a special number of Acta Didactica (2021) with the title “Teacher
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Education’s teaching practices on campus” (Lærerutdannings undervisningspraksiser på campus).
Participating STIL institutions will be invited to participate in the special issue.

STIL project (UIT) Becoming a teacher through processes of engagement
and motivation (Phase 1)
The STIL-project (Student Intensive Learning Methods) is a project designed to increase and support
first year teacher students’ learning, through focus on engagement and motivation in the first phase of
their teacher education program. One important aim of the project is to establish an early connection to
the development of a professional identity as a teacher, so that this can serve as a motor for learning
throughout the years of study. The first phase of the project was implemented at the start of the term in
august 2017, and was a combination of activities including creative workshops on communication,
drama and music, meetings with schools and teachers, social excursions, presentation of various
subjects and programs, etc. The overall question during these two weeks of introduction was, “Why do
I want to become a teacher?” What kind of teacher do I want to be?” and “What is necessary in order
to become this teacher?”. In august 2018, the project was implemented again for new students, based
on the experiences from 2017. Faculty members and administrative staff were responsible for several
of the activities in 2018, since a basic idea of the project was to make it a part of the regular
introductory activities at the institution. A script for a short film was designed, with the aim of
presenting the STIL-project so that other teacher educators and institutions could be inspired to
introduce their students to a different start of their study-program. In collaboration with a local film
company, the film was completed in December 2018.

Democracy and citizenship; the role of the teacher and the school (Phase 2)
In April 2018, UiT arranged a workshop for students in their first year of study. The first of three
interdisciplinary themes (from new National Curriculum) was introduced: Democracy and Citizenship.
The workshop was organized over one day, and started with an introduction where the keynotespeaker, (Heidi Biseth) focused on the concept of democracy, and how it could be understood in
different school contexts. Student teachers thereafter worked in mixed groups using a “world café”
model, working with a case developed for the workshop. The case implied a role-play, where students
acted as teachers discussing how to include all pupils in a sequence with group work. In another group
work, students discussed the meaning of democracy in their chosen academic subjects.What does
democracy mean i.e. in Mathematics, English, Norwegian, Pedagogy, and Physical Education? In the
next group work, students from various programs were mixed, and they exchanged examples on how
democracy and citizenship could be focused on within various school subjects, working across the
curriculum. The last session evolved around questions like: How do we understand the concepts?
What is democracy? What is citizenship? How does it influence my role as a teacher? The students
gave positive comments on the workshop, and several of the students expressed that this way of
thinking about democracy was new to them.

Development of pedagogical competence through writing-processes
In October 2018, a course was arranged for academic staff at ILP focusing on documenting and
developing pedagogical competence. The workshop started with an introductory lecture followed by
giving the participants an opportunity to work on individual texts connected to their teaching and
supervising practice. In the following days activities and sessions were arranged in order to promote
and develop better writing practice. The course was the first step in developing awareness amongst
faculty staff on writing about their own practice as crucial for development of improved teaching.
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Introduction week at UiT – “Why do I want to become a teacher?”
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WP2 University schools and professional practice
ProTed works to integrate forms of knowledge through search for coherence between academic and
experiential knowledge throughout a five year integrated study design. This work package develops
more symmetric partnerships between stakeholders in teacher education at campus and in university
schools by developing innovative models for professional practice. Developing the University School
concept as a sustainable partnership model is a core task. There is great potential in further developing
this concept, not least by involving university schools in joint research and development projects,
mentoring practices, campus instruction and arenas for knowledge exchange.

Collaborative Model of Teacher Education (Developed further from Lillejord, 2014)
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02619768.2016.1252911

UiO and UiT were the first institutions to professionalize the inclusion of partnerships with schools in
their teacher education programs. The idea of “University Schools” has been developed since 2009
and is now found in The Department of Education’s strategy, Lærerutdanning 2025 stating that all
teacher education institutions shall have partnerships with schools and barnehager to strengthen
student practice as well as school based research.

University of Oslo
UiO has moved from piloting to a permanent model for the University school collaboration. The
model has proven to be imperative for the development of new practices on campus, in schools and in
the interface between schools and campus.
The agreement at UiO has three agendas:




Developing the practice dimension for teacher education students
Developing teacher education programs
Collaboration on research and development work in schools
6

In 2018 we welcome 18 new (and continuing) university schools into the teacher education program (8
junior secondary and 10 senior secondary schools). UiO welcomes 1. Amanuensis Ida R. Hatlevik as
the new coordinator for the University school project.
https://www.uio.no/om/aktuelt/aktuelle-saker/2018/feiring-universitetsskoler.html
https://www.uv.uio.no/ils/forskning/prosjekter/universitetsskoleprosjektet/index.html
Projects in 2018
1. PROMO is the name of UIO’s mentoring program for teacher education students. In their first
week at campus, all students in the five year “Lektorprogram” are divided into groups by
subject combination. Each group is paired with a mentor, who is a professional and
experienced teacher, teaching the same subjects in school. Mentoring of teacher students
contributes to a good start in teacher education by meeting challenges first-year students may
have in becoming part of a study community, and to start on their teacher identity formation
process. The mentor groups meet routinely during the teacher education program, either on
campus or at the schools where mentors are teaching. Promo was nominated by UiO to the
“utdanningskvalitetsprisen” given by the research council in 2018.
Ida K. R. Hatlevik & Eli Lejonberg (in press). Mentoroppfølging i lektorutdanningen: Hvordan oppfølging ved en
mentor kan bidra til en god studiestart for lektorstudenter. Antatt av ActaDidactica

2. New practice forms have been developed in 2018 to accommodate students in the 9th semester
of the lector program. University schools have worked together with MN and HF (HIS4015L
– Historie i praksis) to develop relevant 15 day practice periods for students.
3. University schools met with ILS staff in December to discuss applications for seed funding
(såkornmidler) of projects. Past projects initiated with funding from ProTed/ILS have included
working with supervision of novice teachers and work with sustainable development. New
applications will be received in the early part of 2019.
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4. University schools have participated in research projects at ILS, including the REDE project
funded by FINNUT, ReleKvant developed at the institute of Physics and supported by
FINNUT.
5. University schools will be closely connected to the newly formed FIX unit coordinating UiO’s
decentralized competence development for teachers and schools leaders in the region.
6. ILS has developed a new 9th semester practice form called “analysis practice” in a new master
subject (DIFO4015 – Didaktisk forskningsmetode med praksis: analyse og fremstilling av
data). Students worked directly with researchers from the QUINT center (det nye Nordiske
senter for excellence ved ILS) analyzing video data from a university school classroom.
https://www.uv.uio.no/ils/om/aktuelt/aktuelle-saker/2018/analysepraksis.html

Analysis of Practice – poster presentations
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Tromsø
UiT has entered into phase three of their university school project (2018 – 2021) with a new
partnership agreement together with Tromsø municipality. The agreement emphasizes joint
responsibility for the development of the project and funding of the project manager position. Eight
schools chose to continue with the project. Two lower secondary schools, three senior secondary
schools as well as six kindergartens (barnehager) were added to the university school team. Four
coordinators work with the UiT university school project.
Projects in 2018
1. Practice teaching teams – 3-4 practice teachers form a team to guide 3-4 students in their
practice periods. This idea reflects the way teachers work together at schools. Tromsø and
Alta are practicing this model for supervision.
2. Use of MOSO in supervision – UiT has a license agreement with MOSO As to allow the use
of their digital platform in practice schools.
3. Well-being Tromsø project – started in 2012 and was completed in 2018 with a conference
organized by ProTed. Data collected from pupils, parents and teachers from university and
partner schools have contributed to a large data base for further research. One doctorate, three
MA degrees and publications have resulted from the project.
4. “Master Torg” – launched by ProTed in 2017 with the purpose of bringing together potential
MA students with university schools. Schools present their development areas with the hopes
of attracting students also interested in working with a MA degree in these areas. 30 schools
are participating in the event in January 2019.
5. Handbook – Together with Alta, a handbook for working with university schools and partner
schools has been developed and will be published on the ProTed website.

Alta
The Alta campus joined the Tromsø university school project with the addition of three university
schools (two for grades 1-7 and one for grades 8-10) and one coordinator. Alta municipality is a
partner in this project, working with the Alta teacher education program on improving student
practice.
Projects in 2018
1. Early practice – students are introduced to practice already in week one of their first year of
study. Cooperation with university schools makes this possible.
2. Seminars – A transition seminar was arranged in which practice teachers from kindergartens
(barnehager) met with primary school teachers, students and professionals to discuss the
transition into school. In a second two day seminar, quality in practice and use of digital
practice tools were discussed with practice teachers and teacher education students.
3. “Master Torg” – The Alta will have its first market place for bringing together potential MA
students and practice schools.
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WP3 Teacher Education for the Digital Future
ProTed works to promote student-active learning in technology-rich environments. This requires that
we design activities and practices where technologies are put to use in ways that enhance pupils’
learning, that are relevant for practices in working life and further education, and that make it possible
to go beyond and transcend constraints in time and space. Networked and collaborative practices are
fostered. All this requires assessment criteria and practices that take the use of technologies into
consideration.
Innovation requires:





Developing the use of technologies to enhance integration and professional learning in teacher
education
Promoting the understanding and development of professional digital competence by
contributing to a conceptual understanding of digital competence and through interventions
that promote the ability among students to design teaching and learning in technology-rich
environments.
Creating new, technology-enhanced affordances for transformation and learning, including the
development of learning arenas and resources (including Canvas) that transcend current
teaching practices.

ProTed's work on professional digital competence (PfDK) is published and presented in numerous
ways making an impact in the field. From this robust and research based foundation, a principled
integration of Professional Digital Competency in teacher education has started and will be combined
with student teachers’ development of designs for technology rich environments and trajectories.
Video based Mentoring in Practice Placement in Teacher Education (UiO)
The aim of the project “Video based Mentoring in Practice Placement in Teacher Education”
(Videobasert veiledning av praksis i lærerutdanningen, VVPL) is to improve quality in supervision of
students while participating in school practice. The project started in 2017 in developing an “app” that
will enable video recordings for secure storage. The app will be downloaded on students’ own private
digital device (BOYD – Bring Your Own Device) and be used to video record their own teaching
while being in school or at campus. In school practice, students develop teaching plans, teach in
authentic classrooms, and participate in mentoring dialogues with their mentor. The VVPL project is
an innovational project enabling the mentoring dialogue to be focused around video recordings from
students’ teaching sequences or pupils learning opportunities. VVPL has support funding from the
Faculty of Education, UiO.
In 2018, the project has discussed technological solutions for the app development and the storage that
will maintain the GDPR regulations for data privacy. This has involved several meetings with USIT
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(University Center for Information Technology), EngageLab1, LINK (Centre for Learning, Innovation
& Academic Development), the IT Security Manager at UiO, and the UiO legal department. Based on
conversations with these actors the project has produced a document describing the choice of
technological solutions for the app design, storage of video data, and learning management system for
sharing video data. The project has also had meetings with other teacher education institutions to
explore and discuss other apps that are designed to capture videos for educational purposes. VVPL is
an important innovation for teacher education and development will continue in 2019.

The VVPL project transforms traditional mentoring in teacher
education:










Mentoring dialogues with mentor at practice placement
will no longer be based on divergent memory or lack of
memory of what happened in a specific teaching
sequence. The video recording will support a common
understanding of the teaching sequence.
Experiences in practice placement will merge with
campus activities, as students bring their video recorded
teaching sequences for common examination between
themselves, peers and teacher educators at campus.
Mentors from practice placement and teacher educators
at campus will collaborate on supervising the students,
by making use of students’ recorded videos of teaching
sequences.
Students can become more aware of their own
professional development over time by creating a
portfolio of their teaching sequences from the beginning
to the end of their educational program.
Teacher educators can bring practice placement into their
teaching in lectures and seminars at campus, to
exemplify pedagogical theory and make their teaching
more relevant for their students.

1

EngageLab is a scientific unit at Department of Education, UiO, supporting researchers at the Faculty of
Education with design, ICT development and evaluation.
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CLARE (Classroom Application for Reflection in Education) (UiO)
The CLARE project is an innovation project in which funding has been applied for at the National
Research Council, within the program for innovation in the public sector. The final decision for
support will come in the first quarter in 2019. The CLARE project builds on the VVPL project and
involves the development and use of a new technological solutions, new and updated methods for
teacher reflection, as well as updated structures for
developing teachers’ professional competence, in the
form of a Classroom Application for Reflection in
Education (CLARE). The aim of the application
(CLAREapp) is to enable teachers to conduct flexible
and secure video-recording of own classroom
instruction, to use these for reflective practices
(CLAREreflection), and to act on these to improve
classroom instruction (CLAREinstruction). Thus, the
innovation affords a data corpus emerging from
teachers’ own practices, linking their personal
experiences to a research-based approach to
professional development. The resulting data corpus
will lay the foundations for professional development materials, workshops, and courses also outside
the school district in question. The CLARE project is designed as a research–practice partnership
between Akershus County and the Department of Teacher Education and School Research (ILS), UiO.

The video data base project (UiO)
This project develops a searchable data base of video clips captured as part of classroom research, with
the aim of being used in seminars and lectures to support teacher students’ learning processes. By
bringing authentic video clips of teaching sequences into campus instruction, we hope to bridge the
gap between theoretical instruction at campus and experience from teaching practice. The video clips
are carefully selected from the “Linking Instruction and Student Achievement” – LISA study – a video
based classroom study in the subjects of Norwegian and Mathematics. The project aims to extend the
number of video clips by also including clips from other video based classroom studies. Lecturers and
seminar leaders may choose between meta tagged videos from a list in an Excel document, and access
the videos from a searchable portal in Vortex.

Digital learning modules in Professional Digital Competence (PfDK) (UiO)
Digital learning modules in Professional Digital Competence (PfDK) involve the development of
digital learning environment (in Canvas) integrated into student campus courses in Professional
Subjects (integrating pedagogy with subject didactics) in the 3rd, 6th and 7th semester in the five year
program. These courses are closely integrated in the students’ other learning activities through a series
of tasks encouraging students to explore how technology can help support pupil learning in their
specific field of study, such as Mathematics or English. Students also learn strategies to ensure a
successful learning environment in technology rich environments.
In 2018 we have worked together with the SFU, Computing in Science Education, to coordinate their
work with programming in math and science together with the modules lector students meet in their
teacher education program. Creating a knowledge base around the ideas of digital didactics is of
importance for development in teacher education.
Coming article: Transformative Agency in Teacher Education: Fostering Professional Digital
Competence (Torunn A. Strømme, Andreas Lund, Lisbeth M. Brevik, Greta B. Gudmundsdottir)
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The interface from the learning module for PfDK-learning environment in the 6th semester in the UiO
Lektorprogrammet.

Implementation of Canvas in teacher education (UiO)
When UiO decided to select Canvas as a learning management system, ILS volunteered to pilot
Canvas for the Lektor program for spring 2018, before the full implementation for all studies in fall,
2018. In this pilot phase ILS arranged internal seminars and workshops to share experiences between
seminar leaders in subject didactics and pedagogy, as well as with other departments piloting Canvas.
Two ProTed projects have been important as to prepare the institution for implementing Canvas, and
to share experiences more widespread at UiO. One is the Digital learning modules in Professional
Digital Competence, and the other is the Flipped Teacher Education Project. Several lecturers and
seminar leaders at ILS have been involved in designing Canvas modules within these two projects, and
have gained experience with Canvas prior to the piloting phase. All courses at the teacher education
program are now supported and centered around Canvas, and a number of digital resources have been
developed to enhance student understanding of the different topics and subject areas found in the
teacher education program. For a detailed description of the implementation, see the report
“Pedagogical use of Canvas. Report on the use of Canvas in pilot courses at the Faculty of Educational
Sciences”.
https://www.uio.no/om/organisasjon/utvalg/utdanningskomiteen/moter/2018/mote-nr-7/pedagogiskbruk-av-canvas.pdf

Digital learning environments – MA elementary education (Master i
Grunnskolelærerutdanninga) (UiT)
The teacher education program at the Alta campus offers a blended model including physical meetings
(red weeks), net based meetings in nodes (blue weeks) and group or individual meeting via Skype or
Canvas (green weeks). Canvas serves as a communication channel and also provides teaching
resources for students in all of Finnmark, Nord-Troms and Alta. The teacher education program is
based on ideas of student active learning and flipped classrooms. Students work with net based
lectures in canvas, apps with their iPads and various types of digital resources as a part of their digital
portfolio in green and blue weeks. Digital resources support active learning processes where students
take responsibility for their own learning. Physical meetings on campus are used for inquiry based
learning and student active learning strategies.
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iPad and digital didaktikk (UiT)
Many of the practice and university schools working with the UiT teacher education program have
begun using iPads as a pedagogical tool in all subjects and all levels. When schools become digital, so
too must teacher education, developing and conducting research on digital resources in education. Two
research groups (flexible teacher education in the north, and barnehage research in the arctic) are
working together on two research projects: Digital didactics and use of iPad in school and teacher
education; and Digital competence in barnehage and barnehage education. How does the iPad promote
active learning? How can the iPad serve as a pedagogical resource for teaching, learning activities and
evaluation?

WP4 Building teacher education communities
WP 4 is concerned with building learning communities of teacher educators locally, nationally and
internationally. The goal is to integrate research and experience based knowledge on teacher
education. All teacher education programs in Norway integrate multiple knowledge domains including
academic subjects (science, Norwegian, mathematics), subject didactics (science education,
mathematics education), pedagogy and classroom practice. Teacher education students navigate
through these domains in their education, making it necessary for programs to follow their progression
and increase internal coordination between those delivering courses in the programs.
Locally, UiT has been working with team-building seminars to integrate ideas from projects into
teacher education. Student active learning forms was the focus of a two day seminar in February,
while FOU competence from year one to completion of the MA degree was the focus of a seminar in
October. UiO has similar network meetings and seminars to coordinate activities within ILS and also
together with the other participating faculties participating in the teacher education program at UiO.
Kirsti Lyngvær Engelien is responsible for both of these activities.

Master Supervision Seminar (Veiledningsseminar) (UIT)
Educating the Educators is an important way ProTed builds capacity among colleagues in other
teacher education institutions.
The new framework for GLU teacher education requires all students to write a MA thesis. This
requirement in turn means that many teacher educators, who previously were not involved in advising
MA students, will now be engaged in this activity.
ProTed arranged a seminar on Master degree supervision for teacher educators working with GLU.
The seminar took place in Oslo (Park Inn Hotel) from 15-16 March 2018. The purpose of the seminar
was to share and disseminate experiences from MA supervision to build up supervising competency
throughout GLU institutions in Norway. 61 participants from 16 institutions participated, including
three from NOKUT and one from KD. Participation was limited to a maximum of 5
participants/institution and those working with subject teaching were prioritized. ProTed financed the
seminar with participants funding their own travel costs.
Plenary seminars were held by Rachel Jakhelln, Kari-Anne Sæther, Tove Leming og Nikolai Ursin
(MA student), all of whom have experience with the “Pilot i Nord” Master project in Tromsø. Group
discussions within subject areas, led by subject educators with supervision experience were well
received and helped bring out the main challenges to the new model. Participants overwhelmingly
asked for a follow-up seminar, which will take place 26-27 March 2019. The second seminar will also
include the possibility for participants from 8-13 institutions, as well as study leaders to participate.
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Learning, Assessment and Boundary crossing in Teaching Education (LABTed) (UiT)
Project leader: Rachel Jakhelln, together with Siw Skrøvset (UiT); May Britt Postholm, NTNU; Viv
Ellis, Kings College, London. Project duration: four years, financed by the Norwegian Research
Council
The new 5-year integrated teacher education framework for 1-7 and 5-10 (GLU) leads to a MA degree
oriented towards the practice field and taking up challenges found in schools. The goal for teacher
education is to prepare students for becoming research based teachers (FOU) through their work with a
BA and MA thesis.
The main research question in the LAB-Ted project is: How can collaboration between universities,
schools and student teachers be fostered in order to build capacity for professionally-oriented,
practice-based research in teacher education as well as the development of teachers’ professional
practice in five school subjects within the context of the 2017 GLU-reforms?
The overall goal for LAB-Ted is to increase students’ research competency in GLU through models of
instruction and advising that help students with their BA and MA thesis. Students will work with
teacher educators (campus), university schools (teachers and school leaders) in a partnership for
development of a professionally-oriented, practice-based research competency. Teacher education
students in English, Social Studies, Science, Mathematics and Physical Education are the target group
of the study. The project will study student progression through their research development, looking at
those factors that lead to progress or lack of progress. The project will develop new models for student
advising towards the MA degree.

TED-NET project (Establishing a network for staff mobility and cooperation
to develop research on teacher education) (UIT)
Project leader: Ove Gunnar Drageset (UiT). Project duration: four years, financed by NOTED.
Additional partners: University of California, Berkeley; Univeristy of Auckland
There are three main objectives with the network. The first is to develop the quality of all three
participants' teacher education through yearly meetings and joint research on the quality of teacher
education. The second is to establish staff and student mobility related to this joint research through
scholarships for comparative studies. The third is to develop common courses for student mobility
between all three partners. For UiT, the aforementioned objectives will be of great importance to our
development of the teacher-as-researcher focus in our national teacher training programmes, as the
activities involved no doubt willinform and inspire all participants.
The first meeting of TED-NET took place in Tromsø in November. Participants from New Zealand
and California scrutinized the GLUeacher education program at UiT, looking at three key thematic
areas: Feedback and evaluation, Integration and Research at the Master level. Recommendations came
as a result of group work and constructive feedback from all participants. The visits will be reciprocal
with Auckland in 2019 and Berkeley in 2010.

Tools for Mentoring (Verktøy for veiledning)(UiO)
Project leader: Eli Lejonberg. Project duration: four years. Funding: The Norwegian Research Council
The project is to develop tools for mentors and new teachers to work with mentoring in a structured
and research-based manner. The tools are to help adapt mentoring to the individual student's individual
needs and support mentoring in focusing on essential practices that teachers need to master.
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Based on research on challenges and dilemmas in the teaching profession, we will develop a digital
tool for screening preservice teachers' preferences based on:
(a) self-assessment of preferences
(b) a decision simulator introducing relevant challenges that teachers face
Other tools are designed to give student teachers feedback on what they should work with and are
based on research on mentoring, teachers' work and the challenges facing novice teachers. These tools
will provide feedback from learners, fellow students and from the students themselves. We are also
developing a mentoring tool that enables and supports the use of feedback for creating learning goals,
trying out new practices, structure filming and use video for mentoring purposes.

QUINT – Nordic Centre of Excellence: Quality in Nordic Teaching
The QUINT centre’s vision is to systematically investigate teaching quality in the Nordic countries via
video recordings taken in Nordic classrooms.
We aim to answer important questions like these:
 In what ways does teaching make a difference in student learning and engagement across
subject areas?
 How does it make a difference in mono-lingual as well as multi-lingual contexts across the
Nordic countries?
 How can classroom videos be used as effective resources for preparing teachers’ pre-service
and enhancing in-service teachers’ professional development?
 How can video technology and other digital resources generate new forms of collaborative
research between researchers and practitioners?
ProTed is a member of the centre, working the work package dealing with teacher education.

Educating the Educators (UiO)
Educating the Educators is an important way ProTed builds capacity among colleagues in other
teacher education institutions.
Teacher education in Norway is going through an intensive reform as all students beginning their
studies in 2017 will work towards a Master Degree. The master thesis should be research based and
connected to classroom teaching. These are exciting developments for transforming teacher education
and classrooms.
Perhaps more important is the transformation that will need to go on for those working in teacher
education programs. In a few years, large numbers of students will require supervision of staff who, in
many cases, have never been involved in this type of work.
The National Center for Science Education (Naturfagsenteret) and ProTed are taking responsibility for
educating science teacher educators from institutions throughout Norway. 30 participants have been
given support from their institutions to attend a 30 point course over a period of two years in which
participants will develop their competency in science education (naturfagdidaktikk). Together,
participants will learn about inquiry based science teaching, how basic skills are related to science
teaching, conceptual development in science and assessment in science. Participants are required to
conduct research and publish in science education journals.
www.uio.no/studier/emner/uv/ils/NATDID4901V
Why is this course needed? Many of our colleagues working in science teacher education programs
have doctoral degrees in science (Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Geology, etc). Conducting research in
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Science Education is an academic discipline many have little or no experience with. In dedicating time
to this course, participants will also become qualified to supervise students taking a research based
Master degree in science teacher education. We have started with Science Education. Our hope is that
the model may be applicable for other disciplines in teacher education.

WP5: Knowledge base for integrated study design and quality indicators
The overall aim for ProTed is to develop designs for high quality integrated teacher education. This
work package synthesizes the knowledge produced through the developmental projects of WP 1-4,
evaluates this knowledge in light of national and international research and develops models for study
design and quality descriptions. WP5 cooperates with WP 1-4 to develop quality descriptions which
are found in our models, in descriptions of progression and in research publications. As the knowledge
base for teacher education continuously develops, work proceeds to bring forward a research base for
the further development of teacher education.
In the first 5-year period of ProTed WP5 focused on developing a shared analytical perspective and
understanding of core issues of ProTed projects and teacher education such as design, integration and
quality (Vestøl 2016 https://www.journals.uio.no/index.php/adno/article/view/2394 and Vestøl, Dahl
& Hunskaar 2018 https://www.journals.uio.no/index.php/adno/article/view/4447).
As the new projects in ProTed’s second 5-year period are maturing, WP5 is entering its second phase.
We now begin to gather research documentation from colleagues studying our teacher education
programs. At UiT, the implementation of a five year integrated program leading to a Master Degree
has resulted in publications on the process as well as a report on the quality of MA supervision.
At UiO the ideas of progression and coherence have been central for working internally within ILS
and also with the four faculties delivering academic subjects to the teacher education program. Focus
has been on coordination and cooperation between academic subjects and professional subjects
(pedagogy, subject education, practice) and between campus courses and school practice. The “Oslo
Model” for teacher education has been shared nationally and internationally. We continue to conduct
research on the implementation of the model as seen from analysis at the system level (faculties and
schools) and the level of experience from students. Doris Jorde has served as leader of the research
group, Teachers’ Professional Development and Educational Change (TEPEC).
https://www.uv.uio.no/forskning/grupper/tepec/index.html
As ProTed enters its final years, the role of WP5 will be to structure, clarification and disseminate
major contributions that have been developed across the many ProTed projects. WP5 will contribute to
the development of exit strategies and the future continuation of the ProTed legacy.

WP 6: Externally funded projects and applications
ProTed has been successful in partnering with colleagues at both institutions in applying for research
funding locally, nationally (DiKU and NRF) and internationally (EU).
1. STIL project (Student Active Learning Forms) – Project financed by the Ministry of
Education. ProTed Oslo is coordinating the overall project in which five teacher education
institutions with 1-7 and 5-10 are working on projects to enhance student participation in
the initial years. Project leaders: Inga Staal Jenset and Ida K. Hatlevik (UiO). Duration –
2017-2019.
2. Verktøy for veiledning - Prosjektet skal utvikle forskningsbaserte verktøy til bruk i
veiledning, og undersøke hvordan verktøyene bidrar til nye læreres profesjonelle
utvikling. Project leader: Eli Lejonberg. Duration 2019 – 2022.
3. Linking Instruction in Science and Student impact (LISSI) – Project financed by
“Utdanningsdirektoratet” to improve the teaching of science in grades 1-10. The project is
financed for three years and will be run jointly between UiO and UiT. Project leaders:
Marianne Ødegaard and Marit Kjærnsli (UiO). Duration : 2018-2021.
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4. Developing ICT in Teacher Education (DICTE) - ERASMUS+ project administered by
HiOA and where ILS/ProTed is a partner with Greta Björk Gudmundsdottir. The three
year project involves four European countries.
http://www.hioa.no/Aktuelle-saker/Om-laererstudenters-digitale-kompetanse
5. Project: Videobased Mentoring in Practice Placement in Teacher Education – support
from UiO in the development of an application (app) for recording secure classroom video
materials. Project leader: Torunn Aanesland Strømme (UiO). Duration 2017-2019.
6. QUINT - Nordic centre of excellence in education, Nordic Council on Ministries. ProTed
is participating in the project. Project leader, Kirsti Klette (UiO). 2019 – 2023.
7. Bruk av video for økt engasjement, analytisk kapasitet og profesjonsrelevans i
lærerutdanningen. Project leader: Inga Staal Jenset. Project application sent to DiKu
program for studentaktiv læring. Project duration – 2019 – 2022. Project will start
regardless of funding with support from ILS and ProTed.
8. Science Education for Action and Engagement Towards Sustainability (SEAS). Project
leader: Erik Knain, ILS. EU application sent to Science with and for Society Program.
9. Classroom Application for Refelction in Education (CLARE). Project leaders: Torunn
Strømme and Lisbeth Brevik, ILS. Application sent to FINNUT/NFR.
10. TED-Net Project (Establishing a network for staff mobility and cooperation to develop
research on teacher education) (UIT). Project leader: Ove Gunnar Drageset (UiT). Project
duration: four years, financed by NOTED. Additional partners: University of California,
Berkeley; Univeristy of Auckland.
11. Learning, Assessment and Boundary crossing in Teaching Education (LAB-Ted) (UiT)
Project leader: Rachel Jakhelln, together with Siw Skrøvset (UiT); May Britt Postholm,
NTNU; Viv Ellis, Kings College, London. Project duration: four years, financed by the
Norwegian Research Council

ProTed future plans ( UiO and UiT)
1. International conference in 2020 (Bringing Teacher Education Forward 2). Planning will
begin in 2019 towards a final conference for the ProTed period, together with the Quint center.
We build on the success of the international conference in 2016, Bringing Teacher Education
Forward.
2. We will start the planning of an English anthology (ebook) with the purpose of documenting
our work nationally and internationally with developing innovation within integrated 5-year
teacher education programs in Norway. Suggested completion – 2021.
3. We will continue our benchmarking activities together with other teacher education
institutions.
4. We will continue the development of models for partnerships in teacher education.

University of Oslo (UiO)
1. We will continue to work with the STIL project (student active learning forms) initiated by the
Department of Education (KD). In 2019 we plan to disseminate results to GLU institutions.
We plan to edit a special number of Acta Didactica (2021), providing the opportunity for STIL
institutions to publish their results.
2. We will continue our work with the development of an “APP” to be used for filming of
practice situations for teacher education students. Once developed, the app will allow better
coordination between school practice and campus advisors.
3. Use of authentic video in teacher education has become an important innovation for ProTed
Oslo. Video data from research projects has been categorized and is ready to use in campus
courses.
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4. Continued development of the Oslo model – ILS is responsible for the teacher education
program at UiO, working together with four faculties. The Oslo model is dependent on good
communication between ILS and faculties delivering academic courses.
Work with The Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences (MN) continues as we follow
progression of lector students through their five year study. We will continue to present
findings at national and international conferences.
5. We will continue development of digital competency modules for teacher education, and
connect this work to the SFU, computers in science.
6. We will continue to work on the development of “Promo”, including increased research on the
effects of this program.
7. The university school model is implemented as a permanent model for partnership at UiO. 18
new schools will be working with UiO in 2019 to develop better ideas for practice and to work
with school based research together with UiO.
8. We will continue to work with the Norwegian Centre for Science Education
(Naturfagsenteret) with the implementation of a national course for science teacher education
in Science Education (Naturfagdidaktikk). We will discuss (with KD) possibilities of
transferring this model to other subject areas as teacher education programs move towards a
five year Master Degree program.
9. We will continue to work with Lector students on the development of a student portal for
navigation through the lector program.
10. We will engage in the work of the research group “Teacher Professionalism and Educational
Change: Practices, Purposes, Policies (TEPEC)” as we combine innovation, evaluation and
research studies within the teacher education program. Coordination of activities should result
in research papers and conference presentations of the Oslo Model.

The Arctic University of Norway (UiT)
1. We will continue to work with the STIL project, implementing phases 1 and 2 as a permanent
part of the UiT teacher education program.
2. We will continue our work with the University school projects in Tromsø and Alta.
3. We will continue development of the “Mastertorg” to bridge the gap between the schools and
students’ interests and needs.
4. We will conduct a pilot with teachers from the schools (with a master’s degree) as cosupervisors for students working with their master thesis.
5. We will continue participation with the TED-Net project, together with Berkeley and
Auckland.
6. We will initiate work with the newly awarded LAB-Ted project at UiT.
7. We will continue working with the “Veiledning” seminar for Teacher Educators with a second
seminar planned for March 2019.
8. We will continue development of master thesis supervision by starting up a Professional
Learning Community of academic staff, which will meet on a regular basis (5 meetings spring
19).
9. We will continue development of the progression and coherence in the GLU master education,
with a certain focus on progression of the students’ R&D-competence combined with
relevance for the schools.
10. We will continue development of the Tromsø model for teacher education, especially related
to a growing knowledge base related to new projects.
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Dissemination
Dissemination from the five work packages takes place at three levels:
1. Internally within our institutions as we work on improving our models for teacher education
2. Nationally
a. Working together with other teacher education institutions on their models either as
critical friends or as mentors
b. Participation in conferences, seminars and workshops on teacher education
c. Participation in courses for teacher educators
3. Internationally
a. Publication of research papers on teacher education models and innovations in
Norway
b. Presentations at international conferences
c. Networks and seminars with international partners

Student Engagement in ProTed
Students are at the core of all ProTed activities, whether we are studying our teacher
education programs or introducing innovations. Student feedback is highly regarded for
evaluation and research on program development, driving the iterative process of redesign.
Student participation in formal and informal arenas for teacher education provides the student
voice in all activities related to teacher education. Students are always represented at national
conferences in teacher education (Lektorutdanningskonferansen). The student voice is
important and necessary for ProTed.
At UiO students are involved in the planning of teacher education progressions through
academic faculties (SV, MN, TF and HF) as well as integration with teacher education
programs. We see an increasing interest from faculties to include lector students in decisions
related to courses, learning environments and social activities. At MN, lector students are
using their professional skills from the teacher education program to lead seminars and
introduce ideas of student active learning within the sciences. Lector students have several
political and social platforms where students have direct contact with the leadership at ILS
and ProTed. Lector students are involved in the development of modules for digital
competencies, providing information on content, relevance and connections to Canvas as a
learning environment. Lector students are involved in research projects at ILS as they build
competencies in research and development connected to teaching and learning in schools.
As a result of an additional grant from NOKUT to promote student-driven-projects, UiO has
initiated a collaborative project with the student organizations to create a web portal for all
student involvement in study related and social activities. The project will continue in 2018.
At UiT, the STIL-project (Student Intensive Learning Methods) has been the key project for
developing increased student engagement in 2017. All new students in the GLU 1-7 & 5-10
master programs are included. In addition, 14 students in their second year were engaged to
welcome the new students (150) in August, during participation in round-table discussions
about the teacher role and in arranging a rebus on campus. The second year students led by
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student representatives, planned and organized components of the introduction week activities
for new students. The evaluation showed that the new students appreciated the engagement
shown by older students in welcoming them to their teacher education study. Based on
experiences from the pilot introduction week, the older students have already volunteered to
repeat such an arrangement for new students in 2018.
In Tromsø, the NOKUT-grant allows for students that are midway in their program, to be
involved as partners in the evaluation and development of the program. Development of the
STIL –project is a part of this work.

ProTed: Educating inquiring professional teachers, ready to become change agents in schools

Attachments
1. Teacher education models at UiO and UiT
2. Personnel
3. Relevant Publications
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Attachment 1

Teacher education programs at UiO and UiT
The teacher education programs are regulated by national regulations, one for each level:
Forskrift om rammeplan for grunnskolelærerutdanning for trinn 1–7:
https://lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2016-06-07-860
Forskrift om rammeplan for grunnskolelærerutdanning for trinn 5-10:
https://lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2016-06-07-861
Forskrift om rammeplan for grunnskolelærerutdanning for trinn 8-13:
https://lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2013-03-18-288
The following models project how the programs at UiT and UiO are organized.
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UiT Tromsø model 5-10
Høst
1. studieår

Fag 1 (15sp)

Vår
Fag 1 (15sp)

Fag 2 eller 3 (15sp) + PEL (10sp) + Praksis + FoU fag
1(5sp)
2. studieår

Fag 2 eller 3 (15sp)

25 dager

Fag 2 eller 3 (15sp)

Fag 2 eller 3 (15sp) + PEL (10sp) + Praksis + FoU fag
2(5sp)
3. studieår

Undervisningspraksis

30 dager

Fag 1 fordypning (20sp)
Fag 2 fordypning (20sp)
FoU-tema fag 2(5sp)

30 dager
FoU-oppgave fag 1(15sp)

Praksis
4. studieår

PEL (15sp)

Masteremne (15sp)

PEL (15sp)

Masteremne (15sp)

Praksis
5. studieår

Metode (15sp)
Masteroppgave (45sp)
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30 dager

UiT Tromsø model 1-7

Høst
1. studieår

Matematikk (15sp)

Vår
Matematikk (15sp)

Norsk (15sp) + FoU (5sp) + PEL (10sp) + Praksis
2. studieår

Fag 3 (15sp)

25 dager

Fag 3 (15sp)

Norsk (15sp) + FoU (5sp) + PEL (10sp) + Praksis
3. studieår

Undervisningspraksis

Fag 4 (15sp)

Fag 4 (15sp)

Fag 1 fordypning (15sp)

FoU-oppgave (15sp)

30 dager

30 dager

Praksis
4. studieår

PEL (15sp)

Masteremne (15sp)

PEL (15sp)

Masteremne (15sp)

Praksis
5. studieår

Metode (15sp)
Masteroppgave (45sp)
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30 dager

Progression throughout five years: The Tromsø steps
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Teacher education program at UiO (8-13) “Oslo Model”
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Attachment 2

ProTed Personnel and Management 2017
ProTed is a collaborative partnership between UiT The Arctic University of Norway and The University of Oslo.
A common center management is responsible for academic leadership. The two universities are represented at all
levels of academic management. UiO is the financially responsible host institution.
Board Members
 Dean Sten Ludvigsen (UiO), chair
 Pro-Rector Wenche Jakobsen (UiT)
 Dean Sonni Olsen (UiT)
 Dean of Studies Jon Magne Vestøl (UiO)
 Dean of Studies Ingjerd Hoëm (UiO)
 Head of Department Odd Arne Thunberg (UiT)
 Head of Department Rita Hvistendahl (UiO)
 Student Katrine Marie Håvik (UiT)
 Student Marianne Ingrid Finsrud Lien (UiO)
 Head of ProTed/Associate Professor Siw Skrøvset (UiT)
 Head of ProTed/Professor Doris Jorde (UiO)
Secretary for the board is Senior Adviser Tone Malmstedt Eriksen (UiO).
Executive Committee
 Head of Department Rita Hvistendahl (UiO)
 Head of Department Odd Arne Thunberg (UiT)
 Head of ProTed/Professor Doris Jorde (UiO)
 Head of ProTed/ Professor Siw Skrøvset (UiT)
 Senior Adviser Tone Malmstedt Eriksen (UiO) (Permission 2018 to KD)
 Adviser Silje Sivertsvik (UiT)
Management Team
 Head of ProTed/Professor Doris Jorde (UiO)
 Head of ProTed/ Professor Siw Skrøvset (UiT)
 Senior Adviser Tone Malmstedt Eriksen (UiO) (permission 2018 to KD)
 Adviser Silje Sivertsvik (UiT)
Work Package Leaders (status 31.12.2017)
WP1
UiO Professor Doris Jorde, Undervisningsleder, Kirsti Lyngvær Engelien
UiT Professor Tove Leming
WP2
UiT Project Leader Jan Fredrik Skogdal
UiO Adviser Tove Seiness Hunskaar (until October)
WP3
UiO Associate professor Torunn Strømme
UiT Senior Lecturer Lisbet Rønningsbakk
WP4
UiT Associate Professor Rachel Jakhelln
UiO 1. amanuensis Inga Staal Jenset
WP5
UiO Associate Professor Jon Magne Vestøl
UiT Head of Program 5-10/Associate Professor Ove Drageset
Other Personnel
ProTed is tightly integrated in the teacher education programs at UiO and UiT, resulting in a large number of
administrative and academic personnel involved in ProTed’s research and development activities (approx. 150).
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Attachment 3

Relevant Publications
ProTed is closely integrated into the teacher education institutions at UiO (ILS) and UiT (ILP). Faculty
members at both institutions are identified as being a part of the ProTed SFU in their academic
positions. The publications provided in this document represent those that are related to teacher
education or to classroom research that is relevant to teacher education.

Relevant Publications UiO 2018
Aagaard, Toril; Lund, Andreas; Lanestedt, Jon; Ramberg, Kirsti Rye & Swanberg, Anne
Berit (2018). Sammenhenger mellom digitalisering og utdanningskvalitet - innspill og
utspill.. UNIPED. ISSN 1893-8981. 41(3), s 289- 303 . doi: 10.18261/ISSN.1893-8981-2018-0309 Fulltekst i vitenarkiv.
Bakken, Jonas (2018). Hvorfor og hvordan skal elever gjøre retoriske analyser i norskfaget?, I: Kåre
Kverndokken (red.), 101 litteraturdidaktiske grep: om å arbeide med skjønnlitteratur og
sakprosa. Fagbokforlaget. ISBN 978-82-450-2382-4. Kapittel 5. s 89 – 105
Bjørkvold, Tuva & Blikstad-Balas, Marte (2018). Students as researchers: What and why seventhgrade students choose to write when investigating their own research question. Science
Education. ISSN 0036-8326. 102(2), s 304- 341 . doi:10.1002/sce.21324 Fulltekst i vitenarkiv.
Blikstad-Balas, Marte (2018). Skrivediskurser i norskfaget - en analyse av hvordan norsklærere
snakker om skriving på åttende trinn.Nordic Journal of Literacy Research. ISSN 2464-1596. 4(1)
Blikstad-Balas, Marte; Roe, Astrid & Klette, Kirsti (2018). Opportunities to Write: An Exploration of
Student Writing During Language Arts Lessons in Norwegian Lower Secondary Classrooms.. Written
Communication. ISSN 0741-0883. 35(2), s 119- 154 . doi:10.1177/0741088317751123
Brevik, Lisbeth M.; Gunnulfsen, Ann Elisabeth & Renzulli, Joseph (2018). Student teachers’ practice
and experience with differentiated instruction for students with higher learning potential.Teaching and
Teacher Education : An International Journal of Research and Studies. ISSN 0742051X. 71, s 34- 45 . doi:10.1016/j.tate.2017.12.003 Fulltekst i vitenarkiv.
Brevik, Lisbeth M. & Hellekjær, Glenn Ole (2018). Outliers: Upper Secondary School Students Who
Read Better in the L2 than in L1.International Journal of Educational Research. ISSN 08830355. 89, s 80- 91 . doi: 10.1016/j.ijer.2017.10.001 Fulltekst i vitenarkiv.
Elstad, Eyvind & Christophersen, Knut-Andreas (2018). Læreres kollegiale hjelpsomhet med IKT i
undervisning og deres forbedringsbestrebelser. Acta Didactica Norge - tidsskrift for fagdidaktisk
forsknings- og utviklingsarbeid i Norge. ISSN 15049922. 12(1), s 1- 20 . doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.5617/adno.3589Fulltekst i vitenarkiv.
Elstad, Eyvind & Christophersen, Knut-Andreas (2018). Læreres mestringsforventninger til faglig
undervisning i teknologirike læringsomgivelser. Acta Didactica Norge - tidsskrift for fagdidaktisk
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